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A SYSTEM FOR LOCALIZATION OF HUMAN

FACES IN IMAGES USING NEURAL NETWORKS

Marián Beszédeš — Miloš Oravec
∗

In this paper, a neural network-based face detection system inspired by the work of H. A. Rowley [3] is presented.
Faces are detected in an unprocessed input image. The system processes and normalizes small windows extracted from the

input image. Digital image processing techniques, such as normalization of size, position and rotation, improvement of light
conditions and contrast are used here. A neural network is applied in two parts of the system. In the first one it detects
rotation of the input window and afterwards it decides whether the window contains a face or not. In both cases a multilayer
perceptron is used. The choice of the best topology and training method is discussed here, too. A face detection neural

network uses the method of distributing the decision among multiple subnetworks. A special bootstrap algorithm is used to
train the network. The result of the face detection system is in the form of a set containing locations of human faces.

K e y w o r d s: biometrics, face recognition, neural network, multilayer perceptron, bootstrap algorithm, digital image
processing, histogram equalization

1 INTRODUCTION

In the recent past and now there is a growing interest
in image processing algorithms that try to analyze the
image content. These algorithms are used by applications
which require automatic detection of human faces in im-
ages with a complex background. However, a face can
have many variations in a scene. It can be anywhere in
the image, have a variety of sizes, poses and illuminations.

Most of face detection algorithms can be divided into
two major groups [1]:

The first one contains algorithms which detect faces
by scanning an image for face-like pattern at many possi-
ble scales. Subimages of varying or constant sizes are ex-
tracted from the input image and classified according to
the content as a face or a non-face region, using for exam-
ple simple template matching [2], grey-level dependences
[3], or eigenspace decomposition [1]. The approach based
on template matching compares the shape of contours
obtained by using edge operators with information about
the shape of a face stored in the template. The approach
based on grey-level dependences matches the distance of
the intensity matrix obtained from a subimage with the
intensity matrix of an “ideal” face. This distance measur-
ing can be performed for example by a neural network.
The concept of eigenspaces assumes that all face patterns
can be well approximated in a low-dimensional subspace
that is spanned by the eigenvectors (“eigenfaces”) calcu-
lated from a set of test images. An image pattern is clas-
sified as a face if its distance to this face space is smaller
than a certain threshold.

The second group contains algorithms based on image
segmentation and is often used when colour information
is available [4]. Due to the fact that colour is the most
discriminating feature of a facial region, the first step
of many face detection algorithms is pixel-based colour

segmentation in order to detect skin-coloured regions.

Subsequent classification based on the regions shape may

fail if only parts of the face are detected or the face region

is merged with a skin-coloured background. Thus, the

performance depends mainly on the results of the initial

segmentation.

Both groups of algorithms applied to the problem of

face detection belong to the concept of biometrics [5].

Biometric recognition (or simply biometrics) refers to the

automatic recognition of individuals based on their phys-

iological and/or behavioural characteristics (such a char-

acteristic is called a biometric characteristic, or biomet-

ric). A biometric system is a pattern recognition system

that operates by acquiring biometric data from an indi-

vidual, extracting a feature set from the acquired data,

and comparing this feature set against the template set

in the database

In this paper, an approach belonging to the first group

of algorithms is described. It uses a set of neural networks

[3]. At first, the neural network used here — multilayer

perceptron — is briefly introduced. Then, the structure

of the face localization system and description of its parts

are described. The problem of the best topology, training

method, and system parameters is discussed, too. The

last section describes and discusses the obtained results.

2 MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON

The basic multilayer perceptron (MLP) building unit

is a model of an artificial neuron. This unit computes the

weighted sum of the inputs plus the threshold weight and

passes this sum through the activation function (usually
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sigmoid) [6, 7]:
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where vj is a linear combination of inputs x1, x2, . . . , xp

of neuron , wj0 = θj is the threshold weight connected
to special input x0 = −1, yj is the output of neuron
j and ϕ(·) is its activation function. Herein we use a
special form of sigmoidal (non-constant, bounded, and
monotone-increasing) activation function — logistic func-
tion

yj =
1

1 + exp(−vj)
. (3)

In a multilayer perceptron, the outputs of the units in one
layer form the inputs to the next layer. The weights of the
network are usually computed by training the network
using the backpropagation (BP) algorithm.

A multilayer perceptron represents a nested sigmoidal
scheme [1]. Its form for single output neuron is
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where ϕ(·) is a sigmoidal activation function, woj is the
synaptic weight from neuron j in the last hidden layer
to the single output neuron o , and so on for the other
synaptic weights, xi is the i-th element of the input
vector x . The weight vector w denotes the entire set
of synaptic weights ordered by layer, then neurons in a
layer, and then the number in a neuron.

In this work, also a bootstrap [8] procedure is used.
Bootstrap techniques (also called resampling computa-
tion techniques) have introduced new advances in mod-
elling and model evaluation. Using resampling methods,
the information contained in one observed data set is ex-
tended to many typical generated data sets. Resampling
allows the modeller to construct a series of new samples
which are based on the original data set, and then to es-
timate the stability of the parameters. Properties such as
convergence and asymptotic normality can be checked for
any particular observed data set.

A bootstrap algorithm for face detection can be used
as follows: It initializes the training set with examples of
the face and non-face classes, then the neural network is
trained, new images not containing faces are submitted
to the network, false face detections are collected, and a
part of the false detections is selected and incorporated
to the non-face class of the training set.

3 STRUCTURE OF FACE

LOCALIZATION SYSTEM

The structure of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

At first, an input image pyramid (a collection of images
of reduced resolutions of the original image — meaning
eg 1 : 2, 1 : 4, 1 : 8 . . . 1 : 128 (scale factor 2) is formed
from a single input image by reducing it by a constant
scale factor. Subimages are extracted by a window of
constant size 20×20 pixels at every location and at every
scale in the input image pyramid.

The steps of pre-processing are applied to every ex-
tracted subimage afterwards. The methods used for pre-
processing are well known in image pre-processing [11].
Initially, pre-processing attempts to equalize the inten-
sity values across the subimage [3]. It fits a function which
varies linearly across the window to the intensity values
inside the subimage. The linear function will approximate
the overall brightness of the subimage and can be sub-
tracted from the subimage to compensate for a variety
of light conditions. Although the light conditions are cor-
rected for, features are not set off. To reach contrast im-
provement, histogram equalization [11] is applied to the
subimage to expand the range of intensities.

Pre-processed subimage serves as an input for the next
part of the system which detects rotation of a possibly
present face. This part consists of a neural network (see
below) that tries to predict the most face-like orientation
of a given image region (even if it does not contain a
face-like pattern). The suggested orientation is an output
of this stage.

With detected information, two steps of normaliza-
tion can be done. The first one derotates the subimage
around its centre according to the rotation information
from the previous step. A classic image processing proce-
dure is used here [11]. The second step applies a mask to
the extracted subimage to eliminate useless background
information from its corners. The mask shape is obtained
empirically.

The normalized subimage is passed through the last
part of the system that classifies the face occurrence prob-
ability [3]. This part is realized again by a neural network
(see below). Real-valued output of the network indicates
whether or not the subimage contains a face (0 = 0% of
face presence, 1 = 100% of face presence). If the system
recognizes the subimage as a face, thus if the occurrence
probability exceeds a selected threshold, then the subim-
age location is marked into the input image as a face area.

4 PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM AND

TRAINING OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS

There are many parameters to be tuned in face local-
ization system design and implementation. In this chap-
ter, neural networks, training methods, and searching pa-
rameters will be described.

The neural network for rotation detection is a multi-
layer perceptron with a logistic activation function. The
input layer of this network consists of 400 input units
(20 × 20 pixel region is taken as an input). There are 30
hidden units formed into two hidden layers (15 units in
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Fig. 1. Structure of face localization system
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Fig. 2. Results of the proposed system

each layer). There are as many output units in the output
layer as many rotations we want to detect. One output
unit is used to determine one rotation value. We decided
to detect 11 rotations with values 0◦ , ±15◦ , ±30◦ , ±45◦ ,
±60◦ , and ±75◦ . In an ideal case it means that if a face
rotated by 60◦ is at the input, then the unit determined
for this rotation has output 1 and other units have output
0.

The neural network for face detection is a multilayer
perceptron with a logistic activation function again. The
input layer has the same configuration as the previous one
but the structure of the other parts is different. There is
one hidden layer which consists of 26 hidden units. We
can divide them into three groups, where each group of
units analyses different size sub regions of input: 4 units
which look at 10 × 10 pixel sub regions, 16 units which
look at 5 × 5 pixel sub regions, 6 units which look at
overlapping 20×5 horizontal stripes. Each of these types
was chosen to allow the hidden unit to represent localized
features that might be important for face detection. This
neural network is trained by bootstrap algorithm with
teacher presence to give output 1 when a face pattern is
on the input, and 0 when a non-face pattern is on the
input.

The training and testing set for rotation detection con-
tained 3850 samples generated by rotation of 350 differ-
ent faces (11 rotations — 0◦ , ±15◦ , ±30◦ , ±45◦ , ±60◦ ,
75◦ ). This neural network was trained by a back propa-
gation algorithm with training set shuffling. The weights
were randomly initialized by the values from the range
〈−1, 1〉 and after many experiments we decided to set
the learning factor eta to a value of 0.2. The network
was trained to achieve the best generalization properties
[7].

The basic training and testing set for face detection
contained 250 face and 250 randomly generated non-face
samples. The training and testing sets were extended ac-
cording to the boosting method by 2000 and 2500 non-

face samples, respectively. These samples were obtained
as false face detections from testing of a neural network
trained on the basic sets on images containing no faces.

The result of the training of both networks is strongly
dependent on the initialization of weights. We tried to
initialize each of the networks in 10 different ways and
we took only the networks with the best generalization
ability. We tried to change the number of hidden layers
in both neural networks. The best generalization ability
was found for the network with 2 hidden layers for the
rotation detection network, and with 1 hidden layer for
face detection.

The correctness of results and the speed of localization
process depended on system parameters such as the size
of input image, factor of input image scaling or value of
extraction window shift. The best value for input image
scaling is from 1.02 to 1.07. When the value of the ex-
traction window shift is too small, then detection is too
slow, but there is no risk of loss of any face occurrence.
On the other hand, when the value of extraction window
shift is too big, then detection is fast but face occurrences
are lost. We found that values 2 and 3 are the best for
our implementation.

5 RESULTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the proposed face
localization system. It can be seen that every face was
found more then once. Our system succeeded in 90100
percent, when we consider the number of faces in the in-
put picture. For instance, in Fig. 3 one can see a test
where almost 2 million of windows were extracted from
the input image. Only 18 from this amount were not clas-
sified correctly. Only three faces from the total number
38 were not found. But there is still a rather big count
of false detections even when the bootstrap algorithm is
used. The solution could be based on the fact that ev-
ery face was detected many times and wrong detections
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Fig. 3. Other results of the proposed system

are usually single. There should be another part of the
system which combines overlapping multidetection and
prevents single detection. Then, better results should be
expected. Segmentation and region processing [9, 10] is a
promising way for face localization algorithms. Another
way how to improve the speed of the system is to use a
colour scheme of the human face to detect just regions of
possibly present human faces. The processing described
above should be used only in these regions.

6 CONCLUSION

A neural network-based face detection system with de-
scription of all critical parameters was presented. Digi-
tal image processing techniques, such as normalization of
size, position and rotation, improvement of light condi-
tions and contrast were used here. Neural networks were
applied in two parts of the system. In the first one it de-
tected rotation of the input window and in the other one
it decided whether the window contains a face or not. The
presented scheme is appropriate for today’s face recogni-
tion systems.
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